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Abstract

We apply a technique introduced in [KR] to holomorphic curves
into an algebraic variety whose irregularity is greater than its di
mension and establish the Second Main Theorem; This gives a new
geometrie proof of Bloch's conjecture proved by Ochiai, Käwamata,
Green-Griffiths in the late 70's.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we study the value distribution theory of holomorphic curves
into a smooth projective algebraic variety whose irregularity is greater than
its dimension. This was first studied by Bloch [B] in 1926. Bloch [B] made
the following assertion with a sketchy proof.

Let X be a smooth projevtive variety whose irregularity q(X) is greater than

its dimension. Then any holomorphie eurve 1 : C -+ X is algebraieally de

generate, i.e., its image is eontained in a proper algebraie subvariety 01 X.

Since Bloch's proof contained serious gaps, the above assertion was called
Bloch's conjecture. In 1977, Ochiai [0] revived this conjecture and verified
the assertion in many important cases (see [0, Conjecture C and Remark
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4.2]). Subsequently, Green (see, for example [N-O]) and Kawamata [K] com
pleted the arguments of Bloch-Ochiai in its full generality. Green-Griffiths
[G-G] gave a new proof from the point of view of jet differentials and curva
ture. Ochiai's proof was a proof by contradiction, establishing a virtual ver
sion of the Second Main Theorem for :'non-degenerate': holomorphic curves
J : C --4 X. This point of view was followed by Noguchi [No1,2] and he
established a Second Main Theorem type estimate

for algebraically non-degenerate holomorphic curves into algebraic varieties
X with abundant logarithmic 1-forms along D, where Cis a positive constant
independent of J. The constant C sterns from a combinatorial argument (see
[0], [No1,2] and [N-O]) and is not best possible. The best possible form of
the Second Main Theorem was conjectured by Lang [L] in 1986. This is
stated as follows.

Conjecture 1 Let X be a smooth projeetive algebraic variety; D a divisor
with at worst simple normal crossings; E the hyperplane seetion and I< the
eanonieal divisor oJ X. Then there exists a proper analytic subset D' whieh

depends only on D sueh that Jor any holomorphie eurve J : C --4 X with the

non-degeneraey eondition J( C) rt D' the Jollowing inequalityholds:

At this stage, this conjecture is still open in its full generality. In 1991, the au
thor [KR] established the Second Main Theorem of this form for holomorphic
curves into an Abelian variety A. Thus the advantage of our method is that
we are able to get estimates arbitrarily dose to the best possible estimate.
To explain the new technique in [KR], we here give an outline of the proof
of the Second Main Theorem for holomorphic curves in Abelian varieties
([KR]). We first approximate the Abelian variety A by a collection {Si}~l of
algebraically equivalent embedded algebraic curves and reduce the problem
to the collection of equidimensional value distribution problems of maps Ji
from a covering space 1ri : Xi --4 C into a compact Riemann surface Si. This

IThe symbol Oexc means that the inequality is valid for r outside a Borel set of finite
linear measure. See [L-C] for details. Hereafter we do not mention this explicitly.
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reduction is made possible by the existence of the parallel translation with re
spect to the Bat metric of A. We then apply Griffiths-King-Noguchi's Second
Main Theorem (see, for example, [G-K], [No3], [L-Cl) for holomorphic maps
fi : Xi ~ Si and take the :'average'~ over the collection {Sd~l of curves.
Note that the coefficients involved in Griffiths-King-Noguchi's Second Main
Theorem are best possible. At this stage, we know that the original problem
is reduced to the estimate of the :'average'~ of the collection of differences
of the counting functions which come from the ramification loci of 1ri and fi
(i = 1,,,', M):

where D i C A and D i C P(TA) are certain divisors defined canonically from
D and Si, which count the ramification divisors of 1ri and fi, respectively,
and 1 is the l-st jet lifting of f to the projectivized tangent bundle P(TA)
([KR]). Second, we make most of the freedom which we find in the choice
of the collection {Si}~l of curves and use Cauchy-Crofton type averaging
argument for each jet maps of f up to order dirn A. Then the problem is
inductively reduced to estimating the proximity functions of higher jet maps
of f, with respect to the analytic sets obtained by taking the projectivized
tangent bundles successively of D in (PT)i A's, where T and P mean the
operations of taking the tangent bundle and the projectivization of fibers,
respectively. (Note that the proximity fundion can be defined not only with
respect to divisors but also for higher codimensional analytic sets.) Namely,
we look at higher order tangential approaches of the holomorphic curve f to
the divisor D. For deatils, see [KR, Lemma 6]. At dirn A-th step, we are
able to prove the desired estimate, by using a natural generalization of [KR,
Lemma 4] to higher derivatives (cf. :'Lemma on Logarithmic derivatives'~,

see, for example, [L-C], [No3]).

Our new proof of Bloch-Ochiai's theorem is a generalization of the proof
of [KR, Theorem 9] and is outlined as folIows. Now let X be a smooth
projective algebraic variety of dimension m and suppose q(X) = n > m.
Standard arguments in the theory of Albanese varieties (see, for example,
[G-H]) imply that there is a holomorphic map (Albanese map)

T:X~A
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of X into some Abelian variety A of dimension n such that
(i) if w is a holomorphic 1-form of A, then the pull back r*w of w to X is not
identically zero,
(ii) the connected algebraic subgroup of A which leaves r(X) invariant con
sists of the identity only.
By [U], the condition (ii) is equivalent to saying that the proper subvariety
r (X) of A is of general type. Let 9 : C ---+ X be a holomorphic curve and set
f = r 0 g. Then f fulfills the non-degeneracy condition in [KR, Proposition
1], if f is not contained in a proper subvariety of Y whose Kodaira dimension
is smaller than its complex dimension. Suppose that f is non-degenerate in
this sense. We get a non-degenerate holomorphic curve

into the Abelian variety A with the constraint

f(C) C r(X).

Set Y = r(X). We study this holomorphic curve using the method in [KR].
First of all, we have freedom in choosing an ample divisor in A. We choose
D so that Dy = D n Y is a divisor in Y of the form, say,

D y = 2Dy,l + DY,2 + ... + Dy,s,

and Dy,l an ample divisor of Y, namely, D and Y are tangent along Dy,l
with multiplicity ~ 2. The main point in the proof then lies in the estimate
of counting fundions coming from the ramification loci of 7fi : Xi ---+ C and
fi : Xi ---+ Si. Namely, the ramification term N -_ D; (r) includes contributions
of DY,l' Since the non-degeneracy condition in (KR, Proposition 1] is fulfilled,
the constraint g( C) C Y and the special position property of D and Y imply

NJ-1r-D; (r) - (NJ-1r-mD(r) + NJ-Di (r)

< -tNj-Dy,l(r) + c;'Tf,D(r) + O(1ogTf,D(r))

for any small c;' > 0, if we choose {Sd appropriately, as in the proof of [KR,
Theorem 9]. It follows from the Second Main Theorem ([KR, Theorems 1
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and 4]) for holomorphic curves in Abelian varieties that there exists a positive
constant C independent of f such that

NrDy,l(r) ~ CTj,D(r) = CTj,Dy(r).

(Note that Tj,D(r) = Tj,Dy(r), where f is a map into A in the left hand side
while f is a map to Y in the right hand side.) The effect of this estimate on
our argument in the proof of [KR, Theorems 1 and 4] is very strong. Indeed,
we have the following estimate:

if f( C) is not contained in a proper subvariety of Y whose Kodaira dimension
is smaller than its complex dimension. We note that the above argument
remains valid for holomorphic curve segment f from a disk of radius R in C
into Y. So the above estimate is the Second Main Theorem for holomorphic
curve segment f whose image is not contained in a proper subvariety not of
general type, as weIl as giving the contradiction if we assurne that the domain
of the definition of f is the entire C.

2 Notations

In this paper we shall use freely the standard notations from the Nevanlinna
theory. For reader's convenience, we gather basic definitions of Nevanlinna's
characteristic funetion, counting function and proximity function. For more
precise information, see, for example, [L], [N-O], [L-C], ete .. Let f : C -+ X
be a holomorphic curve into a smooth projective variety X. Let D be an
effective divisor on X and we fix a Hermitian metric 11·11 for the corresponding
line bundle Ox(D). Let a be a canonical seetion of Ox(D), namely the zero
divisor of a coincides with D. Set

R - 1
w = ~aalog Il a 11 2 '

Then w is the curvature form of the Hermitian metric 11 . 11 and represents
the Chern dass of Ox(D). Define the proximity funetion of f with respect
to D by
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where 1J = i: in polar coordinates. Hereafter we assurne, for simplicity, that
j(O) rt D. The counting junction is, by definition

NrD(r) = [r dt nrD(t),
Jo t

where nrD(t) is the number of solutions of the equation j(z) E D in {I z I<
t} counted with multiplicities. By NJ,Ram (r), we denote the counting function
of the ramification divisor on C of a holomorphic map j. The characteristic
/unction is defined purely differential geometrically by

fn
r dt 1TJ,D,:u(r) = - j*w.

o t Izl<t

If we change the Hermitian metric we get a new curvature form w'. Then
Jensen's formula implies

Tf,D,:u,(r) = TJ,D,:u(r) + 0(1).

This justifies the notation TJ,v(r) up to 0(1) terms. Thus the transform

D ~ TJ,D(r)

is a homomorphism (up to 0(1) terms). Lang and Cherry [L-C) call this the
height trans/onn. This name comes from the formal analogy in Nevanlinna
theory and Diophantine approximations observed by Vojta [V). From the
point of view of noncompact intersection theory, the First Main Theorem in
Nevanlinna theory .

is considered to be an analogue of the Gauss- Bonnet theorem. If w ~ 0 then
TJ,D (r) is a convex function of log r. So if TJ,D (r) is not a constant funetion,
then Tf,D(r) ---t oe as r ---t oe. Suppose now Ox(D) is semiample, i.e.,
the linear system I D I is base point free. Then we have Cauchy-Crofton's
averaging formula ([N-O,(5.4.11)))

TJD(r) = /, NrD,(r) + 0(1)
, D'EIDI

where the measure on I D I is induced from the Fubini-Study measure nor
malized so that the total measure is 1.
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3 A New Proof of Bloch-Ochiai's Theorem

Let A be an Abelian variety of dimension n and Y a proper subvariety of A
such that
(i) if w is a holomorphic I-form of A, the restrietion of w to Y is not identically
zero,
(ii) the conneeted algebraic subgroup of A which leaves Y invariant consists
of the identity only.
By [U), the condition (ii) is equivalent to
(ii)' the proper subvariety Y is of general type.
Write C(R) for the open disk in C centered at the origin and of radius R,
possibly R = oe. Let

be a non-constant entire holomorphic curve into Y C A. Suppose D IS a
reduced ample smooth divisor on A such that f( C) ct D and

D n Y = 2DY ,1 + D y ,2 + ... + Dy,s,

where each DYi is a reduced irreducible divisor on Y. This means that D and,
Y are tangent at least along a divisor Dy,l with multiplicity ~ 2. We further
assume that Dy,l is an ample divisor on Y. Such divisor on A certainly
exists. We consider f as a holomorphic curve into an Abelian variety A and
apply the argument in the proof of [KR, Theorems 1 and 4], with divisor
DCA. Let p be the origin of A and let {Si}~l be a collection of mutually
algebraically equivalent smooth algebraic curves in A through p, which is
chosen generically as in the proof of [KR, Theorems 1 and 4). Set k = Si . D
and m = cl(I<s;) > 1. Define a divisor D i on A by

where
. <Pi : A ---t Sk (A) , <Pi (a) = {D n (Si + a)}

which is a holomorphic map to the k-th symmetrie product of A and ß is the
coinsidence divisor on Sk (A). Let Xi be an open Riemann surface in C x D
defined by the equation

Xi = {(z, q) E C x D; q - f (z) E Si}'
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Then Xi is a parabolic covering space of C in the sense of [8]. Namely

is a finite surjective holomororphic mapping of covering index k. Define for
i = 1,' .. , M, a holomorphic map of a covering space Xi of C into a compact
Riemann surface Si by

Ji : Xi ~ Si, fi(Z, q) = q - J(z).

We take a Hermitian metric 11 ·11 on OA(D) and Hermitian metries 11· Ili on
Li = OSi (p) in a uniform way. Let Gi be a canonical section of Li = OSi (p).
Taking a positive number c << M so that ~c is very dose to 1. Then
taking the ~'average': over {Si}, we have

mf,D(r) = JaC(r) 10g(1I0"~fll)1] +Oc,M(1)

< Ml_c L~l Ja7ri l(C(r)) log( 1I00i:Jilli )1r*1] + Oc,M(1)

Ml_c L~l(~TJi,Ks;(r)- Nftp(r)) + Oc,M(1),

where Oc,M(1) is an 0(1) term which may depend on c and M but inde
pendent of J. Now we recall Griffiths-King-Noguchi's 8econd Main Theorem
([G-K], [N03], [8], [L-Cl). The following form is sufficient for our purpose:

Tf;,KS;(r) + Tf;,L;(r) - Nftp(r) + Nf;,Ram(r) - N7ri ,Ram(r)

~ Oexc(logr + log Tfi,L;(r)).

Here we notice

and
1 M

Tf,D(r) ~ M _ c ~Tfi,Li(r) + Oc,M(1).

Then all the above estimates and the concavity of the logarithm imply

mf,D(r) ~ Ml_c L~l{~NrDi(r) - (1 - ~)NrD(r)
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We now apply a trick in the proof of [KR, Theorem 1]. Write D i = 1nD +
(Di - mD). Then we have

mj,D(r) ~ ~(~cTj,mD(r) - Tj,D(r))

- ~c(1 - ~)NrD(r)

+~ Ml_c E~l{NrD;(r) - (Nr[mD](r) + Nj;,R!!m(r))}

+Oexc(logr + log Tj,D(r)) + Oc,M(1).

From the First Main Theorem, we have

+~ l-~+~ Ml_c E~l {NrD;(r)
M-c m

with

= 1 + (small positive number).

Let f be the first jet lifting of f:

1 : C -+ P(TA) = A x Pn-1(C),

where P(TA) is the projectivized tangent bundle of A. Let 1r : P(TA) -+ A
be the natural projeetion. We define a divisor D i on P(TA) by

where D!! stands for the divisor of degree k = Si . D in Pn - 1 (C) defined by
the images in Pn - 1(C) of the tangent hyperplanes of D at D n (Si + a). Since
fi ramifies at (z, q) if 1hits D i , we have
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We thus reduce the problem to the estimate of the averaged differences of
counting functions

M

E {NJ•rr •Di (r) - (NJ.rr.[mDI (r) + NJ.Di (r) )}.
i=l

We now have from [KR, Lemma 2]

Lemma 1 Let H be a hyperplane in Pn - 1 (C). Then there exists an ample
hypersurface Ei C A such that

and

This formula is the reason why we used the trick Di = mD + (Di - mD).
Lemma 1 means that, if we can replace the counting functions by the corre
sponding characteristic functions, then we are done. But of course we cannot
do so, except Nr[mDI(r), by Cauchy-Crofton's formula, since [mD] may be
replaced by any oth~r member of the linear system I mD land we may as
sume by choosing {Si} suitably that I mD I is semiample. We now observe
that we can take the freedom to choose a collection {Sd of curves in A and
that the divisors Di C A and Di C A x Pn - 1 (C) deform if Si deforms. Thus
we find the possibility of using Cauchy-Crofton type averaging argument over
a collection {Si} of curves in A. Now define a codimension 2 subvariety D
of P(TA) by

D = P(TD) = U[the projectivization of TaD].
aED

Let E be the exceptional divisor in the blow up along D C P(TA) and let 1
be the canonical extension of f to the blown up target. We denote the proper
transforms (in the blown up space) of divisors in P(TA) by the same symbol.
We see that every Di C P(TA) contains D as a codimension 1 subvariety.
Therefore, Lemma 1 and Cauchy-Crofton type averaging argument (see dis
cussions after [KR, Lemma 4] and the proof of [KR, Theorem 9]) implies that
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for any small positive number e' we can choose a collection {Sd~l of curves
(this choice may vary according as r varies) such that

T- - (r) + N-· (r) - e'T- - (r)j,D; j E j,D;

We now recall our special situation. The holomorphic curve f : C -+ A has
its image in Y and the special position property of D and Y. Since Y is
tangent to D along Dy,l' we have the following essential estimate (cf. the
proof of [KR, Theorem 9]):

1
N-rE(r) ~ 2NrDy,1 (r).

Although f is algebraically degenerate in the sense f( C) C Y, we have from
[KR, Lemma 6]

LeIllIlla 2 Let the notations be as above. Then for any small e > 0, we have

mT,i5(r) :::; eTj,D(r) + Oexc(logr + log Tj,D(r)) + O~(1),

where O~ (1) is an O(1) term depending on e and Oexc (log r + log Tj,D (r))
term is essentially explicit by the error estimate in [L-C].

Since we have assumed that the non-degeneracy condition in [KR, Proposi
tion 1] for the entire holomorphic curve f is fulfilled, we have

LenUlla 3 Notations as above. We have, for any small e > 0,

We note that in the proof of Lemmas 2 and 3 ([KR, Lemma 6 and Propo
sition 1]), con'sideration of higher order jet differentials is essential. This is
analogous to the fact that both Ochiai and Green-Griffiths considered jet
differentials. Thus, we get a desired estimate for the difference cf counting
functions:

NJ.1r.D;(r) - (NJ•1r .[mD](r) + NJ·v/ r ))

:::; -1Nj,Dy,1 (r) + eTj,D(r) + Oexc(log r + log Tj,D(r)).
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Since D y ,1 is an ample divisor on Y, we have from [KR, Theorem 1]

> CTf,vy(r) - mf,V Y ,l (r)

> (C - c:)Tf,v(r) + Oexc(1ogr + log Tf,D(r))

for some positive constant C which depends on the choice of D only. (Al
though Y is not necessarily smooth, Tf,Dy (r) is weIl defined by taking a
desingularization of Y and pull back of the Chern form of OA(D).) We thus
have

T (r) < C N (r) - .l 1 _1_ c-~ T ·(r)f,D M,c,m f,D m 1- M +2- M-c 2 f,D
M-c n1

If we choose M sufficiently big and c sufficiently small and take c: > 0 suffi
ciently smalI, we finally have

Tf,v(r) ~ Oexc(1ogr + log Tf,D(r)).

Since f is a holomorphic curve into an Abelian variety, we have Tf,D (r) ~ cr2

for some positive constant c (depending on f'(O) only) (cf. [N-O,(5.2.33)).
Note that our definition of the characteristic function uses J; ~t ... while
Noguchi-Ochiai's definition uses I{ ~t .... ). Therefore, if f is not a constant
map, we get a contradiction. Therefore, f( C) must be contained in a proper
subvariety of Y whose Kodaira dimension is less than its dimension. This
completes the proof of Bloch-Ochiai's Theorem:

Theorem 1 Let X be a smooth projective variety whose irregularity q(X)

is greater than its diJnension. Then any holomorphic curve f : C -+ X is

algebraically degenerate, i. e., its iJnage is contained in a proper subvariety.
o

It is easy to show the following Corollary (see [N-O,(6.4.11))).
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Corollary 1 Let f be an entire holom,orphic curve into an Abelian variety.

Then the Zariski closure 01 1 is a translation 01 an Abelian subvariety.

From Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, we have

Theorem 2 Let X be a slnooth projective variety whose irregularity q(X)
is greater than its dilnension. Then any hololTl-orphic curve 1 : C ~ X

is algebraically degenerate and its ilnage is contained in a proper algebraic

subvariety V 01 X such that r(V) is a translated Abelian subvariety 01 the

Albanese variety 01 X J where r is the Albanese 17~ap.

Suppose now that we start with a holomorphic curve segment

1 : C(R) ~ Y c A

instead of an entire holomorphic curve. The problem is that Lemma 3 ([KR,
Proposition 1]) is valid only for entire holomorphic curves, in general. On
the other hand, it is clear from the condition (i) (the restrietion of any holo
morphic I-form of A to Y is not identically zero) that the holomorphic curve
segment is not contained in a possibly non-closed linear subspace of A, it is
contained in a translatedproper Abelian subvariety. So we can use Lemma
3 in this case also. We thus get the Second Main Theorem for holomorphic
curve segment

Tf,D(r) ::::; Oexc(1ogr + log Tf,D(r))

from which we are able to estimate the Landau-Schottky radius for holomor
phic curve segment in Y( C A) which is not contained in a translation of a
proper Abelian subvariety. Thus we recover Green's criterion on hyperbolic
ity of smooth subvarieties of an Abelian variety [G):

Corollary 2 (Green) A s17~ooth proper subvariety Y 01 an Abelian varz

ety is I(obayashi hyperbolic il and only il Y contains no translated Abelian

subvariety.

4 Proof of Lemma 3

This section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 3. Since the proof of Lemma
3 is a reproduction of the proof of [KR, Proposition 1], the reader can skip
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this section.From Lemma 2 ([KR, Lemn1a 6]), to prove Lemma 4, it suffices
to show the following

Lemlna 4 Let A be an Abelian variety and D an a17~ple divisor. Let f :
C ~ A be a holo17~orphic curve such that f( C) is not contained in a (not
necessarily closed) cOlnplex subvariety V which is not Zariski dense and is
foliated by translations of a proper Abelian subvariety (e.g., f( C) is not con
tained in a closed subvariety whose f(odaira dilnension is less than its COln
plexdilnension.). Let NrD(r) denote the counting functionwithout counting
lnultiplicities. Then we have

o~ NrD(r) - NrD(r) ~ O(1ogr + log Tj,D(r)).

Proof From the proof of Lemma 2, which is identical to that of [KR, Lemma
6], we have

On the other hand, the middle term Nr D (r) - NT D (r) of the consequence of
Lemma 4 is dominated by Ny·E(r) = NJ.jj(r). Therefore, to prove Lemma
4, it suffices to show

Let V be an irredueible algebraic variety parametrizing curves (one dimen
sional algebraic subvarieties) in A. We shall choose V so that the curves
parametrized by V have sufficiently large degree with respect to Cl (0A (D)).
At each z E C, we consider a jet j (f)( z) of f up to order, say, d. We
choose V so that at each z E C, the number of curves in V which pass
through f(z) and which have j(f)(z) as their d-th jet at f(z) is finite, say
b. Let CI(z),"', Cb(z) be such curves for z E C. If ( E C varies around a
neighborhood of 0 E C, we have a collection of holomorphic curve segments
BI(z + (),"', B b(() in D by cutting CI(z + (),"', Cb(z + () by D. We
then consider the (n -1)-st osculating space BHz) A B:'(z) A··· A Bfn-l)(z),
(1 ~ i ~ b) in A of (irreducible components of) these curve segments in
D. This is notnecessarily well-defined, because the above wedge product
may vanish identically. But, for the time being, we assume that it is well
defined. Now suppose that z E C is such that f(z) hits D. If d is chosen

14



sufficiently large, d ~ do (such do depends on the extrinsic geometry of D in
A only), then (the projectivization of) the (n - 1)-st osculating space of one
of Bi (z +() at f( z) contains (the projectivization of) the tangent vector of f
at f(z). We thus have, generically, for each z E C, a finite number, say d', of
points in D such that the tangent hyperplanes coincides with those (n -1 )-st
osculating spaces of B1(z + (), ... ,Bb(z +() at ( = O. This gives rise to a
holomorphic curve 9 into P(HO(Pn _ 1(C), O(d))). From [KR, Lemma 4] and
its natural generalization to higher derivatives, we see

~q,O(l)(r) ~ (logr + log Tj,D(r)).

We consider 9 as a moving target in the sense of [R-S]. The First Main
Theorem for moving target [R-S] states

where N[JI),.q(r) and m[JI],g(r) are counting and proximity fundions of [f']
with respect to the moving target 9 (see [R-S]). [KR, Lemma 4] implies

T[JI],dIH(r) ~ o(log r + log Tj,D( r))

if f is not constant. We thus have

N[JI),.q(r) ~ O(log r + log Tj,D(r)).

Clearly, we have

N-rE(r) ~ N[f'],g(r).

Thus, we have the desired estimate:

Nj·E(r) ~ O(logr + log Tj,D(r)),

if every BHz) /\ B:'(z) /\ ... /\ B~n-l)(z) "t 0 (1 ~ i ~ b) (i.e., the moving
target 9 is well-defined) and if f( C) is not contained in the moving target g.

So the above argument breakes down if
(i) BHz) /\ B:'(z) /\ ... /\ B!n-l)(z) "t 0 for all irreducible components and the
image of [f'] is contained in the moving target, or
(ii) BH z) /\ B:'( z) /\ ... /\ B~n-l) (z) =0 for an irreducible component for some
i, say i = 1.

1.5



Note that we have a freedom in choosing TJ. So, if the above argument
breakes down for all admissible choice of TJ, we see that eifher
(i) f( C) is contained in a proper Abelian subvariety of dimension n - 1 in
A,or
(ii) some curve segment Bi(z + () in D is contained in a proper Abelian
subvariety of dimension ~ n - 2.
But this will be the case only if the image f( C) is contained in a (not
necessarily c1osed) subvariety V c A which is not Zariski dense and such
that
(a) for some etale covering of A, the pull back of V splits a proper Abelian
subvariety A',
(b) V is tangent to D along a divisor (codimension 1 analytic set) W in V
and V is foliated by translations of the above Abelian subvariety A',
(c) (after taking a suitable etale covering) W is foliated by translations of a
divisor in A'.
If V is c1osed, it is shown in [U] that any proper subvariety of an Abelian
variety whose Ködaira dimension is smaller than its complex dimension is
folia ted by the translations of a proper Abelian subvariety. This completes
the proof of Lemma 4. 0
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